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Eosinophilia is associated with some inflammatory gastrointestinal disorders such as eosinophilic gastritis (EGE), eosinophilic
esophagitis (EoE) and colitis. Eosinophilic infiltrates are increased in gastric biopsies of patients with EGE1 and in esophageal biopsies
from patients with EoE2. The CCR3-eotaxin axis is crucial for the recruitment and accumulation of eosinophils in the target tissues of
eosinophilic disorders3. Eotaxin is a chemokine family with 3 members: eotaxin-1 (CCL11), eotaxin-2 (CCL24) and eotaxin-3 (CCL26).
Healthy esophagus is devoid of eosinophils. Therefore, the presence of esopahageal eosinophilia is a defining pathologic feature of EoE.
Eosinophil migration in EoE is mainly driven by eotaxin-34. The esophagus is lined with a multilayered squamous epithelium5 typically
involving a GAG-enriched glycocalix. Eotaxin-3 must be immobilized on epithelial cells via GAGs to mediate eosinophil migration6.

To get a closer insight into the eotaxin-3/GAG axis and its involvement in eosinophilia, we started a site-directed mutagenesis (SDM)
study of eotaxin-3 to identify the binding site(s) of this chemokine towards glycosaminoglycans, since we regard them as co-receptors for
Eotaxin-3. This knowledge enables us to find out by biophysical methods the specificity and affinity of the eotaxin-3/GAG interaction.
Based on this structural information we employed our dominant-negative mutagenesis technology7 in order to create protein-based
antagonists of eotaxin-3/GAG interaction. In addition, we generated a panel of mutants with enhanced and decreased GAG-binding
affinities (‘GAG agonists /knock-in’ and ‘GAG-antagonists /knock-out’). Cell mobilization and migration assays allow us to study the
influence of GAGs by comparing chemotaxis induced by wild type eotaxin-3 versus its mutants with altered GAG-binding properties as
well as dominant negative mutants.
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Characterization / Binding Studies / Migration Assays
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Eotaxin-3 Mutants

Secondary structure of wildtype CCL26 from UniProt Q9Y258

Side chains of modified positions are visible 

and  highlighted in blue

Protein modification Mutation Localization

CCL26 Wildtype None; -

GAG knock-out K60A α-helix /point mutation

GAG knock-out K55A K56A α-helix /double mutation

GAG knock-out R54A K55A K56A α-helix /triple mutation

GAG knock-out R54A α-helix / point mutation

GAG knock-out ΔP53-L71 α-helix /truncation

GAG knock-out K44A β-sheet /point mutation

GAG knock-out K47A β-sheet /point mutation

GAG knock-in Q59K α-helix /point mutation

GAG knock-in T51K β-sheet /point mutation

Dominant-negative Δ8 Q59K N- terminal; α-helix


